Barth, who takes note in his Church Dogmatics1 of the striking parallel between Shinran， s ( and H5nen， s ) thought and the theology of the Protestant Reformers. Nevertheless, Barth is unable to give adequate consideration to the character of ( this ) Pure Land thought because it has not been explored in suf ficient detail in Western studies for him to be able to form a competent judgment.
It is the purpose of this essay to try to fill in this lacuna in Western studies by presenting two major themes of Shinran， s thought, namely，his idea of the depravity of beings and also his interpretation of faith which presents novel aspects in view of the general understanding of religion in Buddhist tradition.
The religious dialectic which appears here is the fact that the more absolute the depraved nature of beings is conceived, the more absolute must be the conception of the means of salva tion. On the basis of his own experience of twenty futile years of discipline on Mount Hiei， the Tendai Buddhist center, Shinran was enabled to plumb the depths of the spiritual life and to present a system of thought which is not only the peak of development of the Pure Land tradition，but also noteworthy in the history of the religions of mankind.
I. The Evil Condition of Sentient Being's
The background of Shinran's life is the age of upheaval between the Heian and Kamakura periods. He witnessed violence and brutality in both the secular and religious areas. Like other religious leaders of this age ( i. e. Honen, Dogen and Nichiren ) Shinran experienced inner, spiritual anxiety as the traditional religious institutions failed to assuage uncertainties concerning the meaning of life and future destiny. In both Honen and Shinran, the anxiety was focussed on the sinful condition of humanity. This sinful condition had an ideological basis in the concept 01 M appo, the Buddhist theory concerning the last stage in the degeneration of the Buddhist doctrine. According to this theory, it was believed that it was impossible to attain the highest Buddhist ideals in this period because of the rampancy of passion and ignorance.
Experiencing the pangs of a sense of sin within his own life as a result of his frustration in Buddhist discipline on Mount Hiei, Shinran painted a description in his writings of the in eradicable nature of sin in beings. He employed all the tradi tional terms to express his concept of the human predicament.
He employed the famous picture of the burning house which 一 appeared in the Lotus Sutra.2 In addition he was familiar with the analysis of existence which can be traced back to Gautama in the traits of passion and ignorance. He saw, as did others, that all evils lay in the human heart. This analysis of the existence of sentient beings had become a part of the Pure Land tradition, and furnished the basis for the relaxation of disciplines and religious requirements which characterized its increasing popularity. This feature of the tradition is noteworthy because of the reorientation it brought about in Buddhist thought. In earlier forms of Buddhism the understanding that man was passion-ridden was calculated to en courage him to take up the discipline in order to purify himself, gain necessary merit, and thus be released from the process of births and deaths. Pure Land teachers, assisted by the concept of M appo, reversed this appeal. They maintained that because men were passion-ridden and the age was against them, it was impossible to attain salvation through their own efforts, and therefore they must rely on Amida Buddha.
Shinran accepted these basic ideas when he became a Pure
Land convert under Honen. However, the position was not simply an abstract theory for him, but as we can observe throughout his writings he was personally involved through the awareness of his own failures. We find many personal con fessions which have given his writings a depth and attractive ness to the Japanese because he has indicated clearly his own identification with the human situation. His teachings are a testimony to his faith in having personally discovered the ex Thus we find him lamenting sorrowfully in a poem :
Even though I take refuge in the True Pure Land faith, It is difficult to have a mind of truth. I am false and untrue, And without the least purity of mind.
We men in our outward forms Display wisdom, goodness and purity. Since greed, anger, evil and deceit are We are filled with naught but flattery. frequent, With our evil natures hard to subdue, Our minds are like asps and scorpions. As the practice of virtue is mixed poison, We call it false, vain practice.3
As he sets forth his theological views, Shinran suddenly inter jects a confession of his temptation in being considered a teacher and that, even though he teaches the True Pure Land, he does not desire any more than any one else to go there because he is still moved by his passions :
I know truly how sad it is that I ，Gutoku ご hm ran，am drowned in the broad sea of lust and wander confusedly in the great mountain of fame. I do not rejoice that I have entered the company of the truly assured; I do not enjoy (the fact) that I am approaching the realization of the true attainment.〇 how shameful， pitiful!4 nature, he realized that there was nothing he could do to purify his spirit sufficiently to gain the insight and assurance of en lightenment as prescribed in the traditional schools. He drew the ultimate conclusion that all disciplines were vain because they gave no assurance.6 He even came to doubt the verbal recitation of the Nembutsu though he maintained he held fast to H6nen， s doctrine.7 He criticised these practices on the basis that the devotees appear to think that they are doing a good deed which is the source of their salvation. He claimed such people lacked a deep insight into the depravity of beings and that they lacked understanding of the meaning of Buddha£s assistance in the attainment of salvation.
On the question of the essential depravity of beings, ^hmran held that it was entirely impossible for a person to do a good deed. Whatever good act he appeared to do on the finite level was still evil, because it was done with a calculation in mind and was intended ultimately to bring benefit to the doer. Thus all good deeds performed by people were seen as essentially self-centered and involved in the whole web of passion.
Also he noted that when good deeds are viewed from the standpoint of Amida Buddha, good deeds again become im possible because the standard of comparison must be. Amida.
This Buddha had practiced through long aeons of time without the slightest tinge of selfishness or insincerity in order to make it possible for men to be reborn into the True Pure Land.
Amida was absolute, incomparable goodness and purity. Shinran drew a line between the nature of depraved beings and the Buddha that could never be bridged by petty good deeds. 6, Ibid., p. 528. 7. Ibid" p. 774. shinran diverged from the general tradition of Buddhism when he conceived Amida Buddha as the inimitable absolute, the source of salvation.
Shinran's rejection of all Buddhist practices which were motivated by a desire to accomplish some good effect was so categorical that he was even led to reject the time-honored ways of filial piety which he set aside on the basis that a common mortal had no virtue within him to benefit the beloved departed.8
With regard to the point that Buddhists generally misunder stand the nature of Buddha's assistance in gaining salvation, The idea is : However good a man may be, he is incapable, with all his deeds of goodness，of effecting his rebirth in Amida's Land of Recompense. Much less so with bad men. Except for the three (or four) evil paths of existence, where else can their evil deeds bear fruit? Being so, good deeds are of no effect and evil deeds of no hindrance as regards rebirth. Even the rebirth of good men is im possible without being helped by Amida's specific Vow issuing from his great love and compassion which are not at all of this world.9
One of the clearest results of the intense awareness of sin which Shinran exhibits is the religious logic in which the deeper and more absolute the involvement of mortals is in passions and sins, the greater is the need for an absolute power to release them from it, since they cannot release themselves. According to Shan-tao, the " devotee must not manifest the appearance of wisdom, goodness, and purity externally and embrace vanity and falsehood internally.， ， 1 1 Honen followed this line of reasoning in the O jotaiyosho:
That which is called ' a most sincere heart，means a genuine and true heart, which in turn means that one's actions, words, and thoughts are without pretence, and in accord with, and an expression of, reality" Shinran interpreted Shan-tao differently :
Do not manifest the appearance of wisdom, goodness， and purity externally，because (we) 
II. Shinran's Concept of Faith
As we have already noted, Shinran was stimulated by his sense of sin to explore the concept of faith as the way to salvation. Throughout his writings he exhorted men to place their faith in Amida Buddha and thereby give up their anxious concern for their future destiny. He found much support for the exaltation of faith in the Buddhist tradition, and he ap propriated these passages for his own view, giving them a new interpretation.
A. The Definition of Faith.
There are several aspects to ： 5hinran， s conception of faith. When Shinran attempted to discover a description of faith which would not convey the connotation of a faith generated by human resolution of will, he was attracted to the three spiritual attitudes given in the Eighteenth Vow. Pure Land teachers had discussed faith in terms of the three mental states set forth in the K am m uryojukyd, while they had interpreted the Eighteenth Vow primarily from the standpoint of discipline which could be implied in the phrase '' until ten thoughts/5
As Shinran clearly observed, these two aspects pointed to a self-power ideal in which men strive to gain salvation for themselves.
The three elements which Shinran distinguished in the eighteenth Vow were the sincere mind, trustfulness, and a desire for rebirth ( into the True Pure Land )• It will be noted that these terms do not appear to differ significantly from the three mental states of the Kammuryoju-kyo such as sincerity, deep mind, and desire for rebirth through transfer of merit.
The distinction between Shinran and the tradition at this point is his theological context and what is implied in it. Shinran focused his attention on the Eighteenth Vow to these spiritual attitudes rather than the aspect of practice. He implied that Amida not only gives the practice but the mind that stimulates it.
While these three spiritual attitudes were seen by Shinran as the gift of Amida Buddha, the sincere mind, or mind of truth, was regarded as the seed from which the other two aspects emerge. That is，the chief feature of Amida Buddha's endeavor to achieve salvation for beings lay in his utter sincerity and truthfulness from which he never deviated for even a single second in the long course of his work. His mind was characterized by the deep sincerity of his compassionate inten tion. It is this mind, which, when given mysteriously to men, aroused trust and the desire for birth in the True Pure Land. The Nirvana sutra states : " O good m e n ! W e call the great mercy and the great pity " Buddha Nature." W hy ? (Because) the great mercy and the great pity follow the Bodhisattva as a shadow follows foim. All beings assuredly are able to attain the great mercy and great pity ultimately. Shinran's emphasis on the absence of doubt was designed to appeal to two types of individuals, the one who does not be lieve that he is good enough to be saved and the individual who has confidence in his own good deeds.
Those who believed they were too sinful to be saved by The evil man, in view of such an understanding of religion, was doomed out of hand. He simply could not measure up and, knowing it, he probably gave up in despair. Shinran was very sympathetic to such people, for he acknowledged that he also carried a burden of sin.
The good man, confident in his goodness, might become hypercritical or calculating as he strove to gain salvation.
Religion for such people might become a form of self-serving and source of pride. Shinran regarded pride in one's goodness as reprehensible; it was a barrier to enlightenment.
However, his faith in Amida4 s Vows was so great that he declared there was no evil which could obstruct its work, and The mind of the Buddha is difficult to understand, but if we may infer concerning his mind, (we might say) that the whole sea of sentient beings，from the beginningless past even until the present time are defiled， impure, and stained. Their minds are not pure and, being false, they do not have a mind of truth. For this reason, the Tatha gata had compassion on the whole sea of suffering sentient beings. For incomprehensibly infinite kalpas he performed the disciplines of a Bodhisattva, and never for even a single moment were his practices of the mouth， mind, or body, impure or untrue. By his pure, sincere m ind，the Tathagata perfected his completely harmonious， unimpeded, mysterious, inexpressible, incomprehensible, supreme virtue. He trans ferred the sincere mind of the Tathagata to all the sea of sentient beings who are passion-ridden, evil in deed and in mind. Hence this manifests the true mind for helping others; therefore it was never 26. See Tomitaro Karasawa, Shinran no Sekai. Tokyo : Kobundo, 1953. pp. 46-56. mixed with doubts. Hence this sincere mind has his virtuous name as its essence.27
In order to clarify Shinran's insight, we must observe that faith in the general Buddhist tradition was regarded as an act o£ the will，aroused by the individual and directed toward the Buddha, his teaching, and his community of followers. In the declaration of refuge in the three treasures, the devotee reveals his resolve to attain enlightenment. There is no question that faith has always been an essential element in Buddhist religious life, but it has generally been regarded as a faith arrived at through inquiry and decision cultivated in the devotee himself. If all those beings hear that name, believe，and rejoice even for one thought (moment), and sincerely transfer (the merit of the thought) 27. Shugaku Yamabe and Chizen Akanuma, Kyogyoshinsho Kogi， I ， pp. 87 -89. gives a detailed discussion of Eko, Shinran's reinterpretation and his textual supports.
desiring to be reborn in that Land, then they will obtain rebirth and abide in the state of non-retrogression. Only those are excluded who have committed the five deadly sins and slandered the D h a r m a 28
When the same text is read according to Shinran's Japanese construction his insight appears :
If all beings who hear that name，believe and rejoice，even for one moment, as a result of the fact (Am ida) has sincerely transferred (His Name), and desire to be born in that country, they will obtain birth and abide in the state of non-retrogression, excluding those alone who have committed the five deadly sins and slandered the Dharma.29
The There is an implied sense of suddenness which indicated to Shinran the instantaneous aspect of salvation, hence the opera tion of Buddha's Vow apart from the individuaFs contrivance or calculation.32
The third character 即 has the sense of principle, law, rule.
Also it can mean thereupon " or accordingly " which con veys the implication that the succeeding statement followed the former as its natural " outcome. Again all contrivance and effort on the part of the individual were ruled out. Thus Shinran interpreted the character : An inspection of ohmran's grammatical and linguistical method of interpreting traditional texts makes it clear that the central point of his teaching was not only the primacy of faith in salvation, but also that fa it h is not the result o f hum an resolut.on to believe nor the cultivation individually of a sense of dependence. Other Pure Land teachers, and Buddhists through all periods, stressed that faith was required for em barking on the discipline leading to spiritual emancipation.
The qualitative difference between S h in r a n ， s perspective and the traditional is the assertion that for ohmran, faith was aroused 
Kanji Glossary
Akanuma, Chizen 赤沼智善
H e i a n 平安 
Creation of Value
Truth is not created ; it remains always as that whicn is， that which is discovered. In contrast to this, value is created.
There 
The Separate Realms of Truth and Value
The truth or falsehood of a thing or an occurence cannot be decided upon the basis of human emotion or sentiment.
At times human emotion will reject the true and believe the false. Similarly the true-false realm does not coincide with the good-evil realm. Because a thing is true does not make it good, nor is the false to be equated with evil. Sometimes the true is evil to us ; sometimes the false is good. For example, we hear a rumor of an earthquake and subsequent fire. If the rumor is substantiated, it is not good but evil. If the rumor is proven to be false, it is good.
In like manner it can be shown that the true-false realm is distinct from the two other realms of values : beauty-ugliness and benefit-harm. Truth and falsehood have their independent existence apart from their effect upon man, but the values beauty-ugliness, good-evil, benefit-harm are determined in the context of their relation to the evaluating subject
The two separate realms of truth and value may be charted as follows :
Pragmatism is mistaken because it confuses truth and value.
To say " true value " is to imply that the opposite, that is， " false value " or " mistaken value " also exists. Actually, truth neither manifests nor contains value. Pragmatism, however, claims that truth and value are alike and equal. Pragmatism is based on the false premise that if a thing is true it is bene ficial to man. This premise is not born out in experience. In fact, some things are true which are of no benefit to man at all. Ultimately the investigation of truth must be made irre spective 01 its usefulness to man. II. The Importance of Evaluation.
Evaluation and Cognition
Evaluation is the conciousness of the influence of an object upon the subject. Cognition is the grasping of the meaning of an impression. Evaluation, therefore, is subjective ; cognition is objective. For example, cognition asserts " A is B ， ， ，o r " A is not C." Thus cognition receives an object as it is without relating it to the subject. Evaluation, on the other hand, says A is beautiful/5 etc., and relates it to the evaluating subject. other.
In order to know the external world it is necessary to employ both cognition and evaluation. If either is neglected one's understanding is incomplete. But science has pursued the objective method of cognition, and has analyzed and classified phenomena until we are left with only the pieces. This is why
Bergson contends that science cannot get beyond the outer wall.
The truth is that cognition and evaluation do not need to be in conflict. When they appear to conflict in describing phenomena, it is essentially only a conflict arising out of the opposition of the whole to the parts, and not a basic conflict.
The ability to determine values is a human attribute. An object touches us -we react; this is a value judgment. There are thus three relationships between object and subject : non value -when an object has no value to any one ; valuewhen an object has value to someone ; and non-value -when value is ascribed to something that has no intrinsic value.
III. The Three Values: Beauty, Benefit, Goodness
There are three values : beauty, benefit, and goodness. The value " beauty " is an emotional value relative only to a part of a man's life. JLt is a temporary value appropriated through one or more of the five sense organs. The value benefit "
is an individual value relative to the whole of human life. It describes the relationship which the individual has with an object that contributes to maintaining and advancing his life.
The value " goodness " is a social value relative to the life of the group. It describes the meaningful acts which man performs that contribute to the formation and development of a unified society, that is, goodness is public benefit.
Benefit Marx and other economists have said: " All which has utility is wealth." But Marx confuses value and wealth.
Others have confused property and wealth. Property is anything of utility which man possesses. Wealth is the accumulation of property for the satisfaction of human desires. " Benefit "
concerns the extent to which property has importance to man.
Man can create " benefit " by arranging all factors so that they will contribute to his well-being.
Goodness Good and evil are concepts which belong exclusively to society. The term " good " is equivalent to the term " public benefit." Instinct, man's common life-drive，is the absolute standard for judging all values. However, man possesses not only individual instinct but also the herd instinct. Therefore, social evaluation is necessary ; but the common benefit of the mass cannot be the maximum benefit, it must be the lowest common denominator. The common benefit of the mass is only oDjective and ne g ativ e.1 hus moral value ( good-evil) is fixed by the negative criterion : not desirable for the masses.
In contrast to this, however, is the Western adage, " Do unto others what you would have them do unto you." This is not based on the lowest common denominator and, thus, does not have universal validity or appropriateness, rhe per
sonal standard of what is good for one cannot be forced onto another. This is certainly not a scientific standard for morality.
On the other hand, the Eastern adage, " Do not do to others what you do not want them to do to y o u ， ， ，is a truth which science can accept, since it is based on the lowest common denominator. It is possible to set the line below which all men can say, " This is undesirable." Hence, the Eastern adage has universal validity, and, as such, is scientific.
Socrates says that the purpose of action is not to achieve pleasure but to attain good. How does he measure good and evil? 1 he answer is, when a thought is right, it is good; when it is not right, it is evil. The Socrates-Plato idea is : As for good, the individualist defines this as love of others, i he ancient Greek said good equals might. Thus we see that the concept of good has changed with social history. The one fact which does not change is that good has its background in society. Good is therefore a social concept.
Beauty 1 hat which reaches us through an object of the sense belongs to the value beauty, which is a temporary, sensory value. But the aesthetic object is not limited to physical phe nomena. Experience tells us that beauty can be found else-
